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Editorial 

Welcome to the summer edition of the newsletter. Most of the 
restrictions placed on us during the lockdown have now been 
lifted and we can return to normality, albeit a new and 
somewhat different normality.  

It’s still strange to see so many face masks on the High Road, 
but heartening to see people returning to the streets in 
numbers. I’m sure many of our local businesses are even 
happier to see it, not only did they lose so much business, but 
they had the added costs of putting in place systems to meet 
the social distancing guidelines.  

The committee have started to meet again in person, so 
organisation of the winter program is well under way as are 
things like the Design Awards, an update to which features in 
this issue. 

The street art project has 
gone from strength to 
strength, recently the Civic 
Voice “Members Monday” 
session was treated to a 
presentation by our own 
Jeanie Barton entitled; 
“Beeston Civic Society: 
Collaborating to Revitalise 

the High Street”, where Jeanie showcased the street art along 
with the plans for Light night. It was excellent to see Beeston 
being held up as an example of what can be done to pump new 
energy into our streets. 

Many of the new ways we have had to adopt to get us through 
the pandemic has perhaps made us think more of the future. 
Certainly the success of such things as Zoom and Teams has 
made a lot of organisations look at how they do things and 
whether all those interminable face-to-face meetings were really 
necessary.  

It’s also made us as a Civic Society question our own future 
and the way forward into that future. Due to the pandemic we 
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were forced to go down the route of “Digital Only” newsletters. 
That has now triggered a discussion on whether we should, or 
need, to go back to the all printed editions? A few of our 
members do not have access to the electronic versions, so 
during lockdown they have had to unfortunately go without . 
Now, with the availability of printing open to us again, we are 
keen to know what you, the members think? Personally I like the 
digital versions, much easier to store and to find articles, but I 
appreciate that many prefer to have something physical to read. 
Digital editions have the benefit of being relatively green and 
they are certainly less costly to the society. Please I encourage 
you to drop us an email, address at the end of the newsletter 
and let us know what you think.  

This and a lot of other questions are likely to feature at this 
years AGM. This last 18 months has made 
many of us question how we do things and that 
holds true for the committee. The Civic Society 
belongs to the members and we need a steer 
from you as to how we proceed and what we 
concentrate on in the future.  

 

Jim Donaghie 

 

Nottingham CAMRA and Beeston’s Pubs 

The pubs of Beeston and the Borough of Broxtowe are 
important to the social well-being and the social interests of the 
local communities they serve. They are also commercially 
important businesses, supporting local employment and 
stimulating associated service industries. Some even serve 
beers made in local breweries. 

In recent years there has been increasing concern within the 
Campaign for Real Ale (CAMRA) and the wider community 
about the continuing loss of perfectly viable public houses to 
redevelopment of one sort or another. To try to ensure a broadly 
consistent approach to pub planning issues, CAMRA has been 
circulating a brief monthly planning newsletter. This has been 
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 sent to the planning department in every Local Planning 
Authority in England. 

Nottingham CAMRA is also forwarding these planning 
newsletter to each of Broxtowe’s district councillors. The 
planning newsletters are accompanied by a 
short piece on one of Broxtowe’s public 
houses which would be worthy of an entry on 
Broxtowe’s Local Heritage List. Nottingham 
CAMRA hopes that by circulating details of 
pubs of interest and current planning matters, 
Broxtowe’s district councillors may be better 
placed to introduce and operate policies which 
value the contribution pubs make to 
community cohesion, the local economy and 
the Borough’s heritage. 

Each of Broxtowe’s pubs has an entry on 
CAMRA’s national pub-finder website Whatpub. These entries 
are maintained by volunteers from Nottingham CAMRA but we 
would welcome any additional information Beeston Civic Society 
can provide, particularly to add to the “Historic 

Interest” section of each entry. Two examples of Beeston pub 
entries on Whatpub with good 

historical information include the following: 

The Jolly Anglers, Beeston Rylands 

The Victoria Hotel, Beeston 

If you are able to help us enhance any of the information we 
provide about these, or other local pubs, please let us know on 
save.our.pubs.nottingham@gmail.com 

Many of Beeston’s surviving pubs have a long history of public 
service. To use them is to participate in an on-going and 
continuous living heritage experience in which every pub-goer is 
a participant. Long may it continue. 

Nick Molyneux 

Nottingham CAMRA 

https://whatpub.com/pubs/NOT/121/jolly-anglers-beeston-rylands
https://whatpub.com/pubs/NOT/263/victoria-hotel-beeston
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 Architecture of our Era 

Building Design for our Life and Times  
 

What is the architectural style of our era?  

We are not talking here about the iconic public or monumental – 

the ‘palaces’ of administration, of worship, or of memorial.  

Our focus is on the domestic - the residential styles – the 

creation of communities in which to live, work, associate 

together and to relax. 

 

What will we be identified and recognised by in the future?  

What is our design vernacular, the vocabulary of habitation – 

our legacy, our gift to future generations? 

 

Some post-Modern architecture of 1930’s suburbia was labelled 

as ‘the shock of the new’. Since then, what could be accorded 

any such label or accolade?  

 

In recent times not much has had the ability to stimulate public 

discussion or reaction. What locally do you think that fits that 

description?  

 

Alternatively, what stand-out local domestic residential design 

can you bring to mind? The main post-war residential 

architecture, particularly design of houses, has been derivative. 

It’s taken a ‘safe’ path 

seeking acceptability and 

comfort in not being 

controversial. Perhaps 

because it has to be sold, 

to be profitable, to be 

‘acceptable’ in the market 

place.  
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Is the style of our era to be dubbed ‘mock-Tudor’, ‘pseudo-

Georgian’ or ‘emulated Edwardian’?  Are we to have a series of 

house styles that could have been planted down in Hastings or 

Harrogate, in Beeston or Birmingham?  

Design that is so indistinctive as to be a characterless catalogue 

of mundanity. Conceived by machine-code, churned out and 

consumed by other than the cognoscenti.  

Are we to endure ‘a plague of the mediocre’ and to live devoid 

of distinctive design style? 

 

Just recall the Pete Seegar lyric:  

Little boxes, little boxes 

Little boxes all the same 

There's a green one and a pink one 

And a blue one and a yellow one 

And they're all made out of ticky tacky 

And they all look just the same 

 

If current performance and output continues the taste, style and 

values of our era these lyrics could become a prophecy fulfilled. 

 

What are the alternatives? 

The Building Better, Building Beautiful Commission is an 

independent body set up to advise government about how to 

promote and increase the use of high-quality design for new 

build homes and neighbourhoods. Take a look at their web-site 

and see what you think: 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/living-with-beauty-

report-of-the-building-better-building-beautiful-commission  
 

Mervyn Brown  

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/living-with-beauty-report-of-the-building-better-building-beautiful-commission
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/living-with-beauty-report-of-the-building-better-building-beautiful-commission
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A Round Tuit. 

 

I wonder how many of you had or maybe 

still have, A Round Tuit? 

I had at least two last last year until the 

Pandemic arrived and we were all 

confined to our homes, certainly for 12 

weeks and many weeks longer in some peoples case. I said to 

my friends when on the phone, you know all those jobs you 

have put off because you never have time, well now is the time 

to get around to it! 

I love making photobooks, for myself and my family so that’s 

what I did, I made two, one was of our garden, 40 pages,  from  

moving in in 1982 to present day. It took me a long time but I 

was thrilled with the result. The second took rather longer as it 

started out as a different book to how it ended! It was supposed 

to be my family history in photographs but that proved too hard  

without words so I put that to one side. I made instead a general 

family photo book of 65 pages,  from getting married, homes, 

children etc etc, took me 60 hours in total but was worth every 

minute, the hours flew past. I also spent lots of time on the 

phone speaking to relatives about family. So this winter I will be 

making the Family History one but I have now learned how to 

make text into photos so I can add words, I’m quite looking 

forward to getting A Round Tuit. 

Why don’t you write in with how you spent the time? 

Judy Sleath 
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Heritage Open Days 2021 
 
Uncertainty over Covid and any 
restrictions which might be in place 
have led to reduced programmes of 
events. The Civic Society is just 
running two this year. Neither will 
need to be booked and both are free to attend. 
 
On September 8th  we are holding a  joint talk with Beeston 
Local History Society in the Chilwell Road Methodist Church 
The talk about  the Nottingham Castle project 
 will start at 7.30pm. 
  
Dr Richard Gaunt is Associate Professor of History at the 
University of Nottingham, and Chairman of the Thoroton 
Society of Nottinghamshire. He was seconded from the 
University to the Castle for the duration of the HLF-funded 
renovations, with a particular role as Keeper of Rebellion. In this 
talk he will explain how the Castle project came about, and the 
decision to place an emphasis on rebellion (including Robin 
Hood and the Luddites) which led directly to his appointment 
because of his interests in the politics of the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. 
 

On Sunday 12th September at 2.30pm Professor Beckett will 

lead our last walk of the season around Beeston Town Centre. 

This is designed primarily for newcomers to Beeston or those 

who have lived her for many years but haven’t ventured far from 

the High Road. It will begin and end in the Square and take in 

the structure of Beeston town centre and then circle clockwise 

taking in the remaining mills, the High Road, new developments 

on Station Rd and old Beeston (West End). The hope is that 

those who come on the walk learn something about Beeston 

and will come away wanting to find out more. 
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Speaking from experience there is something new to see every 

time we run this walk. 

To find out more about any other local events  you can visit 

https://www.heritageopendays.org.uk/visiting/advanced-search 

Caroline Penn 

More Thoughts about the Future of Beeston  

#Beeston2020vision                                                      

Since the last Newsletter we have seen signs of positive 
change as Covid restrictions relax, with the resumption of 
some normality in Beeston High Road and the opening of the 
ARC Cinema.  

Meanwhile contributions towards our ongoing conversation 
about Beeston’s future continue to appear at a steady rate of 
roughly one a week, bringing the total #Beeston2020Vision 
ideas received so far to 78 - some high profile. Each will help 
inform the independent #Beeston2020Vision event to be 
chaired by Sir Martyn Poliakoff in the Spring of 2022. Feel 
free to contribute if you wish… 

Brief snippets quoted here from the 15 latest contributions 
covering May, June, July and early August give a flavour of 
the ideas flowing in. Some come from strangers who have 
made Beeston their home, some from students who have 
stayed on here and others are from long-standing 
Beestonians. It is a reassuringly diverse group that includes 
an encouraging piece from Rt. Rev. Paul Williams, The 
Bishop of Southwell and Nottingham, and welcome support 
from Professor Shearer West - appointed the seventh Vice-
Chancellor and President of the University of Nottingham in 
2017.  

Subject matter varies from the particular to the general. There 
are ideas about how Beeston might work better, suggestions 
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for individual improvements and reflections on the impact of 
arts-related activities on Beeston’s identity. The tone is 
mostly positive with a focus on collective effort to reinforce a 
sense of community post Covid. This sense of community, 
taken with Jeanie Barton’s Street Art and associated cultural 
issues are becoming more prominent, recurring, themes. 

In all #Beeston2020Vision is beginning to attract responses 
from a more socially diverse and younger group. Evidently 
asking people what they would like to see is a welcome 
question that encourages engagement - captured by Amrik 
Sandhu’s comment: “Thank you for giving me the opportunity 
to get my views across. Hopefully we will see Beeston further 
flourish in the years to come.” 

It is near impossible here to give any more than a flavour to 
these ideas. Contributions appear on the C P Walker website, 
https://www.cpwalker.co.uk/pages/beeston-2020-vision, with 
comments, photos and quotes on the Facebook page. See: 
https:/www.facebook.com/Beeston2020Vision 

Understanding how Beeston works 

We hear the experiences of Ina Schutts who 
relocated with her family from the USA to 
Beeston in 2018. Safe, family friendly, close to 
the University of Nottingham and with access to 
good schools - Beeston, she says, ticks all the 
boxes: “Beeston is a great community and has 
the feel of a family-friendly suburb..… but there 
is potential for Beeston to become even better. 
Collective effort can make Beeston one of the 
most desirable places to live, work and enjoy 
life!”  

There is Jamie Martin, editor of NG9 News - the 
local volunteer based news platform for Beeston, 
created for local people and run by local people: 
“Our vision is that Beeston can grow and prosper 
if the local community know exactly what is going 

https://www.cpwalker.co.uk/pages/beeston-2020-vision
http://www.facebook.com/Beeston2020Vision
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on, and when it is going on, and where. That way we can 
better understand Beeston, the place we live, become 
involved and contribute to the community.” His views are a 
perfect foil for Ron Glen who would like to see an eye-
catching comprehensive, accurate and constantly updated 
web-site that could become a major resource in attracting 
people - making Beeston an attractive destination. He sees 
the real issue as how to make it work. “Who is to take this on 
board?” Surely there is common interest here. 
 
We have the reflections of  Justin Donne, “What really keeps 
me in Beeston is my street. It has a neighbourhood feel, with 
a dedicated WhatsApp Group started during Covid that 
continues to share and care. Beeston is a good place to live 
and has the potential to become a great place if we are 
mindful not to allow growth to run away at the expense of 
quality, charm, intimacy.”  
 
Particular Improvements 
 
Gemma Brown, ‘A Proud Beestonian,’ writes: “I am born and 
bred in Beeston, and am a very proud Beestonian. I wouldn't 
choose to live anywhere else. I am very pleased to see how 
Beeston has been developing over recent years.  Going 
forward, I would like to see a healthy social calendar in town. 
This can include such events as the farmers market, and 
music events like Oxjam for example. I think we should strive 
to push events that promote local businesses of all kinds - 
retail, hospitality and the like - amongst others.” 
 
In ‘Ideas for a better Beeston’, Amrik Sandhu seeks public 
toilets with access and changing facilities for babies. She 
would also like to see a Food Festival in the Square with 
more independent food traders trading there. “I think this 
would be a great addition to The Square and hopefully 
encourage people to come from further afield.” While Charlie 
Malone adds that, “I have lived in Beeston all my life - I am 19 
- It would be nice to see more outdoor / sociable places to eat 
and drink. There is a good community spirit all around 
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Beeston and it would be good to see that get even stronger. I 
would like to see more focus on health and fitness…” Is this 
another opportunity for action? 
 
Creative themes, Beeston as Exemplar 
 
Lauren Guest, Ilkeston resident, finds Beeston inspiring as 
an example of a local community transforming a town to 
make it more engaging to the public and more attractive to 
visitors: “Beeston is a great example of how to involve people 
to help create a sense of belonging in an area. Projects like 
Street Art gives a sense of community power because they 
are able to change perceptions…these ideas could be 
transferred elsewhere - inspiring communities to get engaged 
with their own spaces. Beeston projects are uplifting by 
giving people a sense of ownership.” Lauren would love to 
see something like this happen in Ilkeston. Lamar Francois, a 
professional photographer and one-time Nottingham student, 
continues the engagement theme, suggesting a creative hub 
offering workspaces for freelancers that could become an 
evening entertainment venue. 
 
Then there is Marcus Gilmore who first came to Beeston to 
live in 2012 aged 19. As a graphic designer, animator and 
illustrator, he believes that it is the active, creative and multi-
cultural community that has made Beeston what it is today. 
He singles out the Art, Culture, Tourism network and Culture-
crossing events, including Roberto Alborghetti’s annual visits, 
together with the big impact of Jeanie Barton’s Street Art 
project, her music and the Beeston Showcase. Each are 
special. Jordan Bunker adds: "Beeston is a great example of 
how a small town can integrate both big business and small 
independents. Beeston can be a blueprint for neighbouring 
areas and highlights how businesses do not have to be 
based in city centres in order to be successful."  
 Reinforcing a sense of community and identity 
 
Working together and helping each other out have been 
positive features of the Covid months. Not least we are 
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discovering things we have in common. 
Now is a good time to reflect on what we 
can learn as Beeston begins to return to 
some sort of normal.  
 
Rt. Rev. Paul Williams, The Bishop of 
Southwell and Nottingham, picks up this 
point in his message ‘Our Future 
Together’. He supports “the aims of 
#Beeston2020Vision, seeking to 
encourage wider conversations about 
how the community of Beeston can best 
serve all who live, work, play and visit …
This past year has been an affecting reminder of the 
importance and potential of our local communities as 
beacons of hope, service and creativity. As we emerge from 
this pandemic, may the community of Beeston discover 
afresh an aligned vision for the mutual flourishing of all 
residents and those serving in education, business, the arts, 
faith and hospitality.”  
 
The key is seeing beyond self-interest towards collaborative 
actions that strengthen the community as a whole. 
Essentially working more closely together strengthens the 
Beeston brand. Already we have the well established 
examples of the Beeston Carnivals and the separate 
Heritage Open Day. Joint participation helps to show off 
Beeston as a living, working and vigorous 
community. 

A Vibrant and Diverse Community 
Ready for a Post-Pandemic World 
 
Professor Shearer West, Vice Chancellor, 
University of Nottingham - herself from 
West Virginia - sums up our situation well 
and offers an invitation:  “The inspiration 
behind the Beeston Vision is needed 
more than ever as we move on from what 
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has been an incredibly tough period for us all, to a future 
which we know will be more optimistic but also altered by the 
challenges that faced us.”  
“With each inspiring contribution on the website and social 
media, you cannot fail to be reminded what a vibrant, creative 
and engaged community Beeston continues to be. In 
particular, it is telling to hear from those who came to 
Beeston (often as a student) and, whether they stayed or left, 
con- sider themselves Beestonians in perpetuity.  

Beeston remains a firm favourite among our staff and student 
community, particularly those international staff and students 
who have come to Nottinghamshire to work and study. In 
return, the University and our talented, passionate and 
curious community have much to offer, and we want to 
ensure lifelong Beestonians can continue to embrace and 
enjoy this...  

It is an exciting time for Beeston, with much to look forward to 
as society reopens and the benefits of the new cinema and 
renewed night-time economy begin to emerge. In the same 
spirit that we welcome local communities to visit and enjoy 
our campus, I invite Beeston businesses, residents and 
community groups to find innovative, creative ways to 
welcome our diverse community into the town and harness 
their energy and ideas, so that the positive benefits continue 
to grow over the coming decade.” 

Peter Robinson 

My Personal Map 

My premise is that to understand what is important to 
Beestonians as individuals and collectively, the Civic Society 
should invite them to draw their own maps on a blank sheet of 
A3. The mapmaker will determine the scale and location of 
places and facilities in their everyday world. Maps will change 
over time and with age. We will all have favoured walking routes 
into and around Beeston and for many the map will extend 
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further afield; for example, to Nottingham, Long Eaton, Derby 
and hospitals. Pubs and cafes will feature too, as well as the 
shops we use. Work will be a factor, as will education, friends 
and family. There is plenty missed off this short list of mine. I 
know where the library is but I rarely visit because I borrow 
books online and it will appear on my map because it matters to 
me that it is there. 

I can hear some arguing already that Google and apps do all 
this already, but I choose the routes I walk for a wide range of 
reasons, more often than not ignoring the shortest route on a 
map or chosen by an app because I want to avoid a hill, or a 
busy, noisy road. To walk through a park instead of a parallel 
road may add five minutes to my journey but it will be much 
more enjoyable for me and that trumps what any app might tell 
me, assuming I use them (which, for the record, I don’t). 

Imagine a collection of such maps by Beestonians being 
scanned, then overlaid to find shared routes and preferences. I 
wonder how many would join me on Central Avenue, marking 
the friendly local post office and The DoughMother bakery and 
cafe or along Trafalgar and Trent roads to reach Beeston 
Marina and the Attenborough Nature Reserve, instead of going 
down Meadow Road as I walk through Rylands. My smart 
phone won’t map me because I switch it off. 

Then there is how we use cars and public transport, which will 
also need plotting on individual maps. I suspect a good few of 
us have our own ‘rat runs’ around Beeston town centre. These 
things can and are mapped of course but they don’t show where 
such journeys start and end. My Beeston is centred on Wollaton 
Crescent - not the town centre. So is your Beeston centred on 
where you live. 

You may have read this far and still be wondering if and why our 
personal Beeston habits matter? To group maps by age will 
create a collection of ‘generational Beeston maps’, as it would 
‘time period Beeston maps’, showing at what times of the day 
different groups are out and about across Beeston. We can 
speculate about these things and the 2021 Census will be able 
to map where Beestonians live by age and occupation etc., but 
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it won’t tell us where we go as individuals as we follow our 
personal routes in and around Beeston. 

 

To end with one final example of the point I am trying to make. 
Our own maps can show where we go to catch (or get off) a bus 
or the tram. Postcode mapping does not show the hill I have to 
climb to catch the nearest city bound bus - hence my decision 
as a 77 year old to walk a little further because it’s downhill. This 
is something we know as individuals and personal Beeston 
maps can show. We know more about our Beestons than any 
planner, geographer or statistician ever will. It is time to see 
Beeston a little differently. 

Robert Howard - a Beeston mapmaker 
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Planning System Changes 

On the 20th July at a “Building Better Places” event Robert 

Jenrick announced further changes to the planning system. The 

Government’s stated aim is to improve local infrastructure, help 

the environment, champion neighbourhood design and boost 

health and wellbeing amongst communities. 

At the event he also launched an Office for Place to support 

areas to build beautiful, green, well deigned places. The 

announcement also included revisions to the National Planning 

Policy Framework and a National Model Design Code which 

details guidance on the production of design codes, guides and 

policies. 

A design code will be supposed to be drawn up with input from 

local people with the intention of enhancing public engagement 

in local planning decisions and encouraging residents and 

planners to embrace ‘beautiful, practical design’ and to reject 

design that is ‘ugly, unsustainable and poor quality’. If this is all 

to be done through ‘online engagement face to face workshops, 

round tables and exhibitions’ surely our local councils are going 

to need increased funding and more staff in planning 

departments. 

Worryingly within the updates is also a limit to the ability of local 

authorities to take back control over the massively increased 

permitted development rights by the use of Article 4 Directions.  

There was no mention anywhere that I saw that these design 

codes would be applied to permitted development which is 

often responsible for some very poor 

extensions or conversions.  

Caroline Penn 
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Borrow Box 

 

Do you know what Borrow box Is? 

No, I didn’t either until was talking to a friend about how I would 

go crazy with the library shut! I had already started reading all 

my own books again but its not the same as a new book is it? 

She told me about Borrow Box, you have to be a Library 

member of course and know your password for the internet use 

to order books and renew them so I was all set. I love books, 

can’t be anywhere without a book, I get quite panicky, always 

need at least 6 waiting to be read. I was totally against Ebooks, 

pooh, real readers don’t read books on a tablet?? Really?? No, 

you have to hold a book, smell it, feel the quality of the paper, 

don’t you? 

Well actually no you don’t, I soon found that out. I don’t wake in 

the morning now with the light still on, because when your tablet 

or phone in my case, senses you have stopped reading, it 

switches off, you can never lose your page either. 

I like to read reviews to find new authors, well new to me, but no 

need for that even, Borrow Box makes suggestions, I have read 

so many new authors and really broadened my reading, I’ve 

gone mad on detective and suspense stories now. I’ve lost 

count how many books I’ve read since last March,  2020 that is, 

I stopped counting at 300. Imagine if I’d had to buy them!! 

Try it for yourself, its magic. 

Judy Sleath 
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Who gives a dam about Planning or Design of 

Buildings? 
 

Other contributors to this Journal have comprehensively 

reported the proposed changes to laws that cover how local 

councils are to deal with planning and development 

applications. Significantly these encompass Permitted 

Developments, wholesale revisions to Planning Laws and the 

adoption of Design Codes. 

 

Who cares, or should care, even if its Not in Our Back 

Yard?  

 

Proposals devised at national level would have a potentially 

devastating effect upon us locally. National Civic Voice 

comments:  

“The Planning Reform Bill will be brought before parliament in 

the autumn and is expected to ask councils to zone land for 

“growth”, “protection” or “renewal”, with land labelled for growth 

getting automatic outline planning permission”. 

The consequence being that proposals for land development in 

certain areas could be given automatic approval.  

The National body to which our society is affiliated continued: 

“If the laws being proposed continue to be based on the 

proposals in the White Paper, we fear this will reduce the voice 

of communities in the planning system. Furthermore, it is 

anticipated that councils will be unable to reject planning 

applications that accord with local rules. These rules will be 

based on Design Codes”. 

What are these, where do they exist – do we have them locally? 

If not why not?  

 

What do you think? 
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What does our Society have to offer in terms of resistance to 

such proposals??  

What constructive contribution would you have us make to the 

on-going debate??  

What might our role and function become in this regard and how 

can we lend additional support to the National Voice? 

“The role of Civic Societies in the planning system will change 

forever if these proposals go ahead”. 

 

Other Organisations, notably the Royal Institute of British 

Architects, have been as scathing, if not more so – with 

references to ‘promoting a generation of slum building’. 

 

What sort of Community Developments and Beautiful Buildings 

would you prefer to see in and about this area? – Do please let 

us know    

 

Mervyn Brown – August 2021 

 

 

Beeston High Road Walk 

 Led by John Beckett our new 

walk in July, on one of the 

hottest days of the year, took 

place along the length of 

Beeston High Road.  Here we 

were treated to a fascinating 

guide to the changes that have 

taken place over the years 

with archival material showing 

the many different shops, cinemas etc that once lined the High 
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Road and then contrasting these with the occupants of the 

same buildings or locations in 2021. This was a really 

interesting and enjoyable walk which brought back many 

memories and maybe provided a few surprises for more recent 

residents. Thanks must also go to Jill Oakland whose hard work 

meant we had an abundance of photographs and illustrations to 

look at 

Caroline Penn 

 

 

 

 

 

Beeston and District Civic Society  

Design Awards update 
 

Sterling efforts by Executive Committee members have resulted 

in a wealth of entries for the current biennial competition. The 

aim to ‘recognise fantastic design in the local community’ looks 

set to be realised. 
 

Nominations have been forthcoming from Civic Society 

Members and members of the general public alike. They cover 

all aspects and categories: Residential developments and 

Commercial Buildings, together with Landscape, planting and 

environmental improvements.  

 

With the nominations in, judging continues apace, with a 

formidable panel having agreed to lend their knowledge, 

experience and expertise to assessment of the entries. The 

panel includes senior academics from both Nottingham 
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Universities, a Landscape specialist, Chair of the Midlands 

Design Review Panel and Chief Executive of the local authority.  

 

Judges’ recommendations will be put before the Executive 

Committee. They’ll make a final decision in readiness for 

presentations of awards - planned to take place at the society’s 

Annual General Meeting in early November this year. 

 

 

Mervyn Brown 

Disclaimer 

The views and opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those 

of the individual authors and not the official stance of the 

Beeston and District Civic Society unless explicitly stated. 
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All correspondence and contributions (text and photographs) 
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shown above. 


